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Dreaming
Allo Darlin'

Tabber: Glossop
==capo 4th fret==
Quite an easy one, not sure if it s 100% correct but it sounds good and goes to
the song 
pretty much perfectly so enjoy :).

C
Will you go out with me tonight?
F
Lose it on the dico floor.
C
Take the night bus with me tonight
F
Frost on the window
G                             F
It s freezing out here on the pavement
         C                  F
But here in your arms, it s heaven
             C
I can wait for you now
        F
But not forever

[C    F     C     F]

C
I ve tried everything i know
   F
To make you understand.
C
This is not a game for broken hearts
F
Played by a lonely band.
G                         F
We ve both got so much to lose
           C                F
But here in your arms, it s heaven
            C
I can wait for you now
        F        Dm/C
But not forever

C                              F
I was surprised by how happy i was
                          C



Don t ask why it s just because
                           F
Down by the harbour in the dawn
                            G
It s not a star it s a satellite
                                F
The thought of it keeps me from sleeping
          F              Dm/C
Or am i already dreaming?

[C    F     C      F]

(And then it s the same for the rest of the song, except the first C and the
first F 
next are only strummed once)

Will you go out with me tonight?
Lose it on a disco floor
Take the night bus with me tonight
Frost on the window
It s freezing out here on the pavement
But here in your arms, it s heaven
I can wait for you now, but not forever

I was surprised by how happy i was
Don t ask why it s just because
Down by the harbour in the dawn
It s not a star it s a satellite
The thought of it keeps me from sleeping
Or am i already dreaming?

Thanks, Glossop :).


